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garbage: “This is how I contest consumerism”
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The philosopher Emanuele Franz lives in a
waste bin “to invite re�ection”
He has been living for several days in a garbage can turned into a bed, in Moggio Udinese, where he
spends his days reading and writing, Emanuele Franz, Friulian philosopher, author of several books on
philosophy and history of religions. At the age of forty, the choice of living in a waste bin, dressing only
with a jute sack and refusing the use of money.

A protest against social conventions? An emulation of St. Francis? Also. Above all an artistic
provocation to invite reflection on the transience of the human condition. A gesture that wants to be
a protest against consumerism and the hyper-commercial mentality of this society without values   to
rediscover what will truly never go to waste: our values   and our ideals.

Franz is writing a work on holy madness and has chosen as his home an ideal place to meditate on the
destiny of man and invite us to flee vainglory and wealth. Certainly an unusual gesture that will cause
discussion.

See also  Trump: How are Nixon's storming of the Capitol and Nixon's Watergate alike?
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US Fed official: The Fed can control
inflation without major job losses
by admin_l6ma5gus  SEPTEMBER 25, 2022  0

In statements published by Reuters, Bostik indicated that there is a
great chance that job losses will be "at a...

Zakharchenko’s parents spoke about the
importance of referendums
by admin_l6ma5gus  SEPTEMBER 25, 2022  0

Donbass and its inhabitants have no one to rely on, except for
Russia, which will protect it. This was announced...

Usa, amusement park shooting: panic in
Pittsburgh
by admin_l6ma5gus  SEPTEMBER 25, 2022  0

Three people were injured, including two 15-year-old teenagers,
following a shooting at a carnival near Pittsburgh in the United
States....

After the outbreak of the disease, “Ebola”
deaths increased in Uganda
by admin_l6ma5gus  SEPTEMBER 25, 2022  0

The death toll from Ebola, after its re-emergence in Uganda, has
risen to 19.The Ugandan Ministry of Health announced that...

Footage from the scene of a car explosion in Melitopol
by admin_l6ma5gus  SEPTEMBER 25, 2022  0

The site operates with the financial support of the Ministry of Digital Development, Communications and Mass
Media of the Russian...

London will increase defense spending
by more than 58,000 million by 2030
by admin_l6ma5gus  SEPTEMBER 25, 2022  0

Truss, during his speech before the United Nations General
Assembly. / Stefan Rousseau/ReutersYou will increase the size of
your Army...
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